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CHARMS GIVEN TEAM
AT FIRST MEETING
OF FOOTBALL CLINIC
Practical Demonstrations
And Examinations of Clinic
To Continue 3 or 4 W eeks
Wednesday evening, at the first organ
ized football clinic of the new series, in
augurated by Coach George Sauer, the
lettermen and squad members of the suc
cessful 1937 team received the charms
which were given by the Pep-Cats and
the Athletic Department.
Following the presentation of the
charms, which are in the form of a key
with the recipients name and position on
the back, Captain Ed Little accepted the
gifts in behalf of the members of the
team and expressed regret that he would
not be back for another year of compe
tition. He wished the 1938 team success
and told the new men that they would
find playing under two coaches a distinct
pleasure.
Coach Sauer then gave the assembled
candidates a comprehensive examination
on the rules of the game. The exam
consisted of 'situations arising on the field
of play and called for keen judgment on
the part pf those endeavoring to answer
the question. A discussion of the ques
tions followed the correction of th^
exams.
H arry Haines and Buck Buchanan then
gave practical demonstrations on the cur
rent offensive stances for guards and
tackles, and Coach Sauer talked for a
few minutes on the aggressiveness neces
sary for a successful football player and
the type of play expected by the coaches
during the season.
Coach Sauer informed the candidates
that the clinics would last for four weeks
and would be followed by a few weeks
of spring practice which will be concluded
in time for candidates to compete in
other sports during the spring season.

CASQUE AND CASKET

TO PUBLISH BOOKLET
At a recent meeting of Casque and
Casket, President Fred Johnson reported
on the 29th Annual Interfraternity Con
ference held at the Hotel Commodore in
New York City. His report included a
discussion of methods to strengthen local
fraternity councils, a program of pledge
training, and sponsoring song fests.
Casque and Casket voted to publish a
pamphlet each year containing informa
tion for freshmen entering the univer
sity. Roger Farr was elected publicity
agent for the organization.
The committee on the Song Fest, con
sisting of Humphrey Scannell, Joseph
Berry, and Aaron Harkaway, reported
their decision to hold the event on a co
operative and non-competitive basis.
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G RANITE PU BLISH N G
CONTRACT AW A R D ED
The Granite board has recently
awarded the printing contract for
this year’s Granite to the Robert W.
Kelley Publishing Company of New
York city, the same publishing com
pany that printed the last year’s
Granite. The excellence of last year’s
printing prompted this award.
The board also awarded the How
ard Wesson Company of Worcester,
Mass., the contract for the engrav
ing of the Granite, instead of the
Union Leader of Manchester, N. H.
which did the engraving last year.

SANROMA ENTERTAINS
ENTHUSIASTIC GROUP
Continuing the season’s concert series,
the eminent pianist, Jesus Maria Sanroma, presented a brilliant recital to a
large audience in Murkland Hall W ed
nesday evening.
The first half of his variety program
consisted of choice works of those much
loved classical school composers: Bach,
Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. Bach’s
four selections from the Anna Magda
lene Bach Notebook was played with a
remarkable delicacy of feeling; and the
popularity of M ozart’s Rondo Alla Turca was easily understood when Sanroma
portrayed a vivid picture of warring
Turks on the march. He reproduced the
Sonata Pathetique in C minor as only the
true artist is capable, succeeding admir
ably in translating the tragic melancholy
of the greatest of composers—Beethoven
—when he first sensed his impending
blindness.
In lighter vein, part three of the pro
gram was headed by Professor Robert
W. Manton’s Falling Creek. This pre
miere of Manton’s Dance Rhapsody on
this campus was so well applauded that
Sanroma obligingly repeated it. An aud
ience which held its breath in awe de
lighted in the intensely realistic chords
of Debussy’s Submerged Cathedral. From
a ghostly, ethereal-like mood, the com
position grew in increasing volume to the
chanting of Gregorian priests; then the
weird chanting faded slowly into a “deep
sonorous fog” as the cathedral submerged
again in shadowy, echoing tones. Schu
mann’s Bird as Prophet showed decidedly
the colorful influence of the Romantic
Period in its pictorial tonal impressions
and Falla’s Ritual Fire Dance sparkled
with a peculiar Spanish savour, flavored
throughout by the unbridled spontaneity
of contemporary writing.
Sanroma revealed his acting ability o
an enraptured audience in his humorous
yet exteremely competent interpretation
of Ballantine’s stylistic Variations on
“Mary Had a Little Lamb.”
He surprised the delighted assembly of
music lovers by playing six encores after
completion of his program.

The installation of Cap and Gown into
National M ortar Board will take place
on Saturday at the home of President
and Mrs. Fred Engelhardt, with Mrs.
L. C. Coleman, National President of
M ortar Board, presiding. This year a
group of nine senior women will be ini
tiated with many alumnae. Mrs^ En
gelhardt, Mrs. Samuel and Miss Ruth
Woodruff will become honorary mem
bers.
At 12:30 Saturday noon Mrs. Cole
man will attend a luncheon given in her
honor by Miss Woodruff. The initiation
will take place at 4 :00 P. M., followed by
a banquet at the Presidents Dining room
at 7 P. M. On Sunday, Mrs. Coleman
will hold a three hour conference with
active and alumnae members.
The present Cap and Gown members
are: Betsy Vannah, president; Huldah

PR IC E T H R E E CEN TS

Vocation Days Program Brings
Many Noted Speakers to Campus
CAMERA CLUB HOLDS UNIVERSITY HAS NEW
PHOTOGRAPH EXHIBIT COACHING TRAINING

The Durham Camera Club held its
first exhibit of photographs which were
submitted by the members of the club
last Wednesday evening. Prizes were
awarded to those who submitted the finest
pictures. The pictures submitted had as
their subject the historic and novel door
ways of the immediate vicinity of D ur
ham.
The prizes were awarded to the fol
lowing members : first prize awarded to
Professor H. H. Scudder; second prize
by Professor Fred Jackson; third by
Richard B row n; honorable mention was
given to Mrs. Ralph Craig, Edward Put
ney, Jr., Professor Scudder, Professor
Jackson and Colonel Putney. Other mem
bers who submitted prints w ere: Russell
Plumpton, James Batchelder, Raymond
MacDonald, Elizabeth McCrone, Paul
O’Brien, David Eastftian, George Prindle.
On Wednesday, February 23, a seventy
picture, one man photographic exhibit by
Harold Swahn of Brooklyn, New York,
will be shown in the reception room of
Ballard Hall, at 7 :30 in the evening.
Harold Swahn’s work has been highly
praised by photographic authorities of the
United States, which ought to guarantee
the exhibit. All are cordially invited to
attend.
On Thursday evening twenty to twen
ty-five members of the club will be the
guests of the Winnepesaukee Camera club
at Laconia, N. H.

CAGE NOT TO HAVE
INDOOR DIRT TRACK
Cage construction, slightly delayed by
the failure of the beam steel to arrive,
will not be sufficiently delayed to impair
plans to hold commencement in it. It
will be completed by June.
Contrary to former reports, there will
be no indoor track in the main room of
the cage. The room will be only ap
proximately 135 by 145 feet, and is there
fore not long enough for a track. There
will be, however, the indoor basketball
when the board floor is laid down, and
the usual field events such as shot put
and jumping, when the boards are out.

DURHAM NEWS
Miss Daisy Deane Williamson spoke
on the subject, “The Romance of the
Paisley Shawl,” before the Durham W o
man’s Club, at the Community house,
Friday afternoon.

Dr. and Mrs. Fred Engelhardt and
Rev. and Mrs. Emerson Hangen were
guests of the history department of the
Woman’s Club at a supper meeting Sun
day evening. The program, consisting of
a talk on “Old Roads of Durham” by Mr.
Wilfred Osgood, was given at the home
Boerker, vice-president; Gertrude Hayes, of Mr. G. C. Peterman on Madbury road.
secretary; Florence Armstrong, treasu
rer ; Christine Fernald, Comfort Bullock,
NOTICE
Eleanor Rhodes, Barbara Walker, and Anyone who thinks he or she can
Alice Perkins.
write a scccessful and satisfactory “East
The following alumnae are returning of the W ater Tower”, please contact the
for installation: Dorothy Foster, Rebecca editor of The N ew Hampshire, John
Tinker, Winifred Bennett, Ruth A. Paul, MacEachern at the S. A. E. house.
Bernice Whitehead, and Ruth Breshnaban.
A research is being conducted among
COMING EVENTS
the senior women for the Towle Silver
Company to raise funds for installation.
Sunday
M ortar Board was founded in 1918 at 10 :00 A. M.—Catholic Church services.
Syracuse. The name was taken from the
A. M.—Community Church ser
local organization of the Ohio group. * 10 :45 vices.
The activities of Cap and Gown are 6 :50 P. M.—Christian W ork Sunday
the Big Sister group, the biennial Cour
evening services at the Community
tesy booklet, and ushering at the fresh
Church.
man reception, Mothers’ day and Dads’ 8 :00 P. M.—W orship Services at the
day. The aim of the group is to pro
Community Church.
mote good fellowship among women and
Monday
to establish leadership, scholarship and
7 :30 P. M.—Newman Club meeting.

Cap and Gown is Installed
In National Mortar Board
Several Returning Alumnae
And Three Honorary Members
W ill Also Be Initiated

Next W eek

t

New Subjects Permit Men
To Equip Themselves W ith
Usable Teaching Methods

Specialists From Various
Fields of Learning Talk
On Job Finding Situations

The opening speaker of the Second An
nual Vocations Days’ program on Tues
day, February 15, was F. Alexander Magoun of the Massachusetts Institute of
Tehnology.
Mr. Magoun spoke on the technique of
job finding which included the letter of
application and the interview.
The letter of application should state
the important facts in a convincing way
by making the first paragraph outstanding
and thereby securing the favorable at
tention of the employer, by showing your
qualifications in terms of the employer’s
interests, by demonstrating that these
qualifications are valuable, and by fur
nishing references.
,
The letter should also show that you
are mentally and emotionally mature by
using clear, concise, readable English; by
addressing the letter to the proper per
son ; by stating facts as facts without
interpretation; and by writing on the
merits of your qualifications. Above all
the letter should be sincere. In the long
run it would be better to lose a job to
which you are not suited than to be fired
later for incompetence.
Before interviewing a perspective em
ployer be sure that your preparation is
complete and that you know what evi
dence you are going to give and what
you warfc from the company. A favor
able impression may be properly made by
first writing a good letter, giving good
references and then by being prompt at
your interview, neatly dressed and well( Continued on page 4)

A program of study designed to pre
pare teacher - coaches for secondary
schools will be available to men students
of the University of New Hampshire in
September of 1938. The work, the first
offered in New Hampshire, will be ad
ministered as a part of the University’s
teacher-training program with the de
partments of education and physical edu
cation for men cooperating. Heretofore,
students who desired to coach athletics
and supervise or teach physical education
were obliged to complete the teachertraining program for preparation in
teaching methods and knowledge of the
subject matter they elected to teach with
out any formal preparation for coaching
or physical education work. The new
arrangement permits a student to elect
physical education courses in fields like
English, mathematics, chemistry, history
and the like and thus equip himself to
meet requirements for State teaching
certificates in physical education as well
as in subject-matter fields.
M ajor Requirements
Courses in the organization, adminis
tration and teaching of health and physi
cal education, in anatomy and physiology,
and in methods of coaching football,
track, basketball, baseball, hockey and
winter sports to a total of 24 semester
hours will be required of students elect
ing the new program. In order that the
teacher-coaches might be better qualified
to assist in the development of summer
and winter recreation in the communities
in which they might serve, courses in
camp admnistration and communty recre The International Relations Club will
ation are also included in the curriculum. hold a meeting next Wednesday night,
Students will also do “practice coaching” and in view of the recent developments
at the university ©r in high schools in i| in
the club will devote the en
connection with practice teaching in sub tireGermany,
meeting
ject-matter fields as at present. Those | As speakertoforthisthesubject.
meeting, George
who engage in practice work on the cam Edson, head of the Social
Action Com
pus will assist with the development of mission of the Student Christian
Asso
class and' intra-mural teams under the ciation, intends to discuss the recent
supervision of varsity coaches. The en purge of the army by Hitler, the Auchtire program has the approval of the luss Coalition between Germany and Aus
State Department of Education.
tria which happened Tuesday evening,
Program Under Study
and the importance and significance of
The program has been under study the recent action of Hitler in forcing the
since October 1937 by a committee of the resignations of those high officers who
faculty consisting of Dr. A. M. Stowe, were unsympathetic with his policies.
professor of education, chairman, Mr. Alan Korpela will summarize the
Perley F. Ayer, of the department of speech which Hitler intends to give this
agricultural economics and extension coming Sunday, in which it is expected
der Feuhrer will outline the Nazi plans
specialist in rural recreation, Professors of
the future.
(Continued on page 3)
The I. R. C. is to participate in an
Intercollegiate I. R. C. conference as was
stated in the last issue of The N ew
NEWMAN CLUB
Hampshire which will be held at Massa
State college in Amherst, Mass.,
The Newman Club will hold its regu chusetts
March 19 and 20. It is to model
lar meeting at the Comomns Trophy on
League of Nations conference and New
room on Monday evening, February 21, aHampshire
wTill represent Czechoslovakia.
at 7 :30 o’clock. The speaker will be Mr.
Hughie McDonough of Manchester, N.
H., who will speak on “Ism”. M^r. Mc
TH ETA CHI
Donough is a graduate of Dartmouth
college, and is a teacher and coach of The following officers were recently
football at Manchester Central High elected at Theta C hi: president, Kenneth
School.
P. H uff; vice-president, M errill Moore;
A social hour will follow Mr. McDon chaplin, Robert T ilton; secretary, Philip
ough’s talk, with the games and music W. Hodgdon; treasurer, Thomas P.
for dancing.
Fairweather.

I. R. C. TO DISCUSS
NAZI DEVELOPMENTS

----

Don't Deny yourself one of our Dandy Dogs,
Deliciously Done, served with a Dandy Drink
in the most Delightful Dining Room in Dur
ham from Dawn to Dusk.

COLLEGE P L A C H A C y , I NC.
Gorman Block

D urham , N. H .
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With the Outing Club

j

Well, the big news this week is the
Published every Tuesday and Friday throughout the school year by the students of the U niver
sity of New Hampshire.
I
Entered as second class matter at the post office at Durham, New Hampshire under the act j formation of the University of New
of March 3, 1879. Accepted for m ailing at special rate ot postage^ provided for in section 110.3, Hampshire Outing Club Ski Team (U.
act of October 8, 1917. Authorized September 1, 1918.
N. H. O. C. S. T. henceforth). This is
B U S IN E S S O FFIC E
E D IT O R IA L O FFIC E
Room 203, Ballard Hall, Phone 289-1? the first Outing Club ski team ever es
Room 307, Ballard Hall, Phone 289-12
tablished here at the University and has
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ACADEMIC FREEDOM

already been accepted as a member club
of the U. S. E. A. S. A.
Realizing that there are many skiers
on campus who will be interested in be
coming members of this team, we will
list here the necessary qualifications.
First, only members of the Outing Club
are eligible. Second, if one is already a
member of the University Ski Team, or
of any other team which is affiliated with
the U. S. E. A. S. A., he is not eligible
as no skier is allowed to compete for two
member teams. Third, he must pass a
petition through the Atheltic Department.
There will be tryouts for the team later
on, but this is the complete line-up thus
far.
And, not wasting any time, there is
a scheduled competition for the U. N. H.
O. C. S. T. at the Colby Junior College
Winter Carnival this week-end. A fiveman team is going over there to compete
down hill, cross country, jumping and
slalom events.
And here’s something for the heelers.
Election to the Blue Circle is not far off.
Ten Freshmen and several Sophomores
and Juniors who have proven their in
terest in the Outing Club and in its
ideals, who have shown their willingness
to work for the betterment of the organ
ization, and who have.proven their ability
to be “good fellows” and act smoothly
with others will be elected. We in the
Blue Circle look forward to the day when
the Outing Club will be the finest or
ganization as well as the largest organi
zation on the campus. W e are criticized
often, and perhaps rightfully so some
times, but we ask the question, “W hat
other group on campus is able to put on
the Annual Horse Show, is able to or
ganize a W inter Carnival, and is able to
conduct as efficiently the weekly out
ings?” We consider it an honor to be
able to carry out these duties and feel
that anyone elected to the Blue Circle
should consider it an honor as well as
a responsibility. Only by proving your
true worth to the Outing Club may you
be elected to the Blue Circle.
The trip scheduled for Franconia
Notch this week-end has been cancelled.
There will be, providing the weather is
clement, a skating party at Mendum’s
Pond on Sunday. Transportation will be
provided, leaving Ballard Hall at 9:00
A. M., and returning in the late after
noon. It is reported that skating on the
pond has been excellent for the past few
weeks.

When the hysteria of war has gripped the world in its ugly maw,
reason vanishes in the face of hate and ignorance. On September 13,
1917, William August Schaper, chairman of the political science depart
ment at the University of Minnesota, and an internationally famed expert
on taxation and government, was dismissed by the Board of Regents as
“pro-German.” There were no accusers, no charges were specified
against him, nor was he given any chance to defend himself, but he was
dismissed merely for his “attitude” as a reward for seventeen years of
service. This charge was never proved and many of his friends believe
that the real reason for his dismissal was not his attitude towards the
W ar, but his advocacy as a member of the Minneapolis Charter Com
mission, of public ownership of the street railways.
Now, twenty years later that action is rescinded by the Board of
Regents of the university at the instigation of the governor of the state,
Elmer Benson, who said, “We cannot suffer a precedent to stand, under
which, during periods of hysteria, honorable teachers are humiliated and
dismissed in disgrace because their views happen not to coincide with
the views of those in power.” The Board voted Professor Schaper
$5,000 as salary for the year 1917-18, and invited him back to the rank
of Professor Emeritus.
In addition, they made a great step forward towards the protection
of academic freedom “in these calmer days and against another day of
storm,” by proclaiming the following rules.
“The teacher shall be free to discuss his own subject in classroom,
on platform or in p rin t; he may not air controversial topics in his class
room that are not pertinent to the subject he teaches; he shall chose what
subjects for research he pleases without interference; the university is
not responsible for what its teachers say or print outside of the institu
tion as private citizens, but the teachers in so doing are obligated to make
it clear that in such speaking or writing they are expressing merely their
personal opinions. If the issue of dismissal does arise the teachei is
entitled to an open hearing."
The country would be greatly benefited if such a set of rules were
made universal. Right and justice can only survive if all aie permitted
to voice their opinions. We look with hate and fear upon the political
ideal of Fascism, but unles we maintain academic freedom we are adopt
ing Fascism under the guise of Democracy. If a cause is just, it is well
able to endure criticism and scorn. If it be not just, it has no right to
The German professors with their stu
exist, and should go down under the weight of disapproval.
dents met together again last evening in
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by George Edson

Control of Austria marks H itler’s first
move toward the realization of his main
objective, seizure and control of central
and eastern Europe.
Faced with a revolt of the German
army, if he did not withdraw his support
of Franco in Spain, and forced, by a
steadily growing economic crisis at home,
Hitler had to move and move fast. And,
according to James Powers of the
Globe:
“After 3 years of intensive rearma
ment on a gigantic scale, Germany is
approaching its potential maximum
of armed force this year. By mid~
summer it will arrive, barring un
foreseen accidents, at the point where
its relative striking power will be
gin to diminish as the vast arma
ment programs of France, England,
and Soviet Russia reach full momen
tum.”
That Hitler has precipitated what may
be the worst crisis the world has had to
face since the first W orld W ar, is agreed
by most observers. The immediate effect
in Vienna of H itler’s talks with K urt
Schuschnigg, Chancellor of Austria, was
opposition to a union of Austria with
Germany. Strikes, and riots broke out
and were suppressed with difficulty by the
police, aided by uniformed and armed
Nazis.
Italy conquered Ethiopia, “to civilize
the savages.” Japan is crushing China,
“to save the Chinese from Communism.”
Germany may seize Austria, “to maintain
order.” So, the next step will be for
permission for German troops to cross
the Austrian border “to preserve peace
and maintain order.”
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BAD MAN
OF BRIMSTONE

A FRIEND
Many alumni, members of the faculty, and upperclassmen who were
privileged to know her were saddened to hear of the death of Mrs. Alice
Gribbin early this week. During the time she was with us, she proved
to be a loyal friend, a pleasant companion, and an inspiration to all who
knew her.
Death comes to all, but a few triumph over it and live on in the
lives of those whom they lift up to the level of truth and understanding.
Such was she.

SURVEY OF COLLEGE SRI TEAM OFF FOR
SPEECH CONDUCTED MIDDLEBURY CARNIVAL

Mr. R. B. Clarke of Maitland, Flo
rida, is compiling a glossary of presentday college idioms, expressions, and
slang. He wishes as exhaustive and au
thentic lists as are possible to obtain
from all colleges and universities of the
country.
Practically every school in the country
has its own idioms, very few of which
are identical with, or have the same
derivation as those of another school.
In these idoms, ideals, and traditions of
different schools, as well as locality habits
of expression, are plainly marked.
The University of New Hampshire is
no exception, having its own expressions
and sayings, peculiar only to this campus,
and if any student feels that he has an
expression or an idom which he thinks
to be worthy of note and recognition, it
would be appreciated if he would deposit
it in The New Hampshire box just out
side the front door of Ballard Hall.

The New Hampshire ski team left yes
terday at 12:30 o’clock in the afternoon
for Middlebury, Vermont, where it will
participate in the Middlebury Ski Car
nival. Last year, New Hampshire took
first place in the ski meet.
The same men as competed at D art
mouth last week-end with the addition of
W hitcher and Eastman will represent the
Wildcats in this meet. The complete list
of those making the trip is as follows:
Captain Damon, Scudder, Townsend,
Norris, Jones, Manton, Whitcher, East
man, Manager Caldwell, and Coach
Blood. This will be the last intercol
legiate competition for Damon, Scudder,
and Jones, who are seniors, owing to the
fact that the team will not enter the
University of Veromnt Carnival, which
has been shifted to a week ahead of its
original date, and now conflicts with the
National Downhill Races.
The Middlebury meet will be the scene

of the Intercollegiate Ski Union Cham
pionship competition. New Hampshire
will be well represented at the Carnival,
as the hockey team plays a game with
the Middlebury puck-chasers tonight.
The ski team will return on Sunday.
“Educators no longer look upon the
emotions as a disease which we can get
rid of by a kind of inoculation.” The
President of Vassar College, Dr. Henry
McCracken, believes we have also aban
doned the social code which pretends any
surrender to the emotions is indecent.

I

YOU’RE ONLY
YOUNG ONCE

1 Lewis Stone - Mickey Rooney .
i
Cecelia Parker
I
j MON. - TU ES.
FEB. 21 - 22 j

II'LL TAKE ROMANCE[
j

.j,,---

Grace Moore - Melvyn Douglas
Stuart Erzuin

,n,---------- ....--- ....----»»----«»--- ------

1
|

All the above would seem to lead one
to the conclusion taht we soon may be
plunged into another world war. But,
let us point out that if the democratic
nations, England, France and the U. S.
A. adopt effective, collective, economic
action, such a war may be prevented and
the aggressors, Germany, Italy, and Ja
pan forced to retreat, for the combined
economic resources of the democratic na
tions would be too strong to fight
against.
Pittiquette is to the University of
Pittsburgh what Emily Post is to society
in general. It is edited by a sophomore
coed and is presented to all freshman
girls at the University.

For years Bell Telephone engineers have
been making exhaustive studies of solar
data from observatories all over the world.
They*re learning how and why periodic
sun spots affect radio telephony. And are applying
their findings to give you still better trans-oceanic
and ship-to-shore service.
Good evidence that telephone engineers will go to
great lengths to make your telephone service more
dependable, far-reaching and valuable.

W hy not telephone home oftener?
Rates to most points a re lowest any time
after 7 P. M. and all d a y Sunday.

BELL

!

Wallace Beery -' Virginia Bruce |
SUNDAY
FEB. 20 [

THE “MINNESAENGERS

Ballard Hall for a few short hours of
singing, entertainment and refreshments.
Besides the familiar songs and the popu
lar “Schnitzelbank” as usual features of
the program, Bob Bradley played ac
companiments on his piano accordian,
and Fred Clark sang two songs, “The
W anderer” by Schubert, and Mozart’s
“A ir” from “The Magic Flute.” Rachel
Pearsons accompanied him.
The policy of the “Minnessengers” has
changed with regard to dues. Where
formerly there was a choice of paying
fifty cents for the semester, or in install
ments . of ten cents each month, now a
member must pay the dues in advance
in order to enjoy the activities of the
club.
In the spring the group plans to hold
meetings in a more or less picnic style
preceeding short hikes. For other fu
ture programs, the faculty advisors, Dr.
Schoolcraft and Dr. Buffington have an
nounced tentatively a dramatic present
ation in Germ an; and illustrated lectures
concerning places of interest in Germany.

j

TELEPHONE

SYSTEM
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CAPTAINS OF WINTER TRACK TEAMS CHOSEN

C Ti A R THEATRE
N ew m arket
FRI. - SAT.
FEB. 18 - 19
Double Feature Program
H arry Carey - Sally Eilers

DOVER. NEW H A M PSH IR E

DANGER PATROL |

F R ID A Y -S A T U R D A Y

MAN P R O OF

John Wayne in
by Buck Buchanan
IDOL OF
This is rather a quiet week-end on the
THE CROWD
campus as far as the athletic situation is
H Mvrna Loy - Franchot Tone
concerned. The ski team departed yes SUN. - MON.
FEB. 20 - 21
^
Also Popeye and Serial
terday for Middlebury where they will
&
- ................
Fred
Astaire
Burns
& Allen
participate in the International Ski
1
SUNDAY - M ONDAY
Union. This is being run as a feature of
the Middlebury Carnival. Last year at
PERCY W HITCOM B
GEORGE QU IN N
the Middlebury Carnival, New Hamp 1st Show at 7 P. M., Sunday only j
shire came home the victor in an invita
§ Allan Jones - Judy Garland
A L W A Y S A GOOD S H O W i
tion meet. At the International Ski
In a meeting held at practice Monday
A T TH E STA R
II
Fannie Brice
Union which was held at St. M argaret’s
$
____________
afternoon, the lettermen of the varsity
T O ___________
m— i
-------in Quebec, they finished third to D art
winter track and relay squad elected
TU ES. - W ED.
mouth and McGill. Since fourth was
George “Huck” Quinn and Percy W hit
comb co-captains for the rest of the sea This afternoon, the varsity basketball the best they could do against the same
son. Two days later, W arren Jones was team leaves on a three day trip into teams last week at Dartmouth, it looks
H Jack Oakie - Bob Burns
elected to the leadership of the freshman Maine, during which it will play games like we’ll have to be content with an
other third. The German team which
Kenny Baker
squad.
with Bates and the University of Maine.
Both Quinn and Whitcomb have been The Maine game will be tonight, and the finished second last week at Hanover, In a game played on Boston Arena ice
may compete but will not figure in the Tuesday night, the Boston University
outstanding members of cross-country, Bates contest tomorrow night.
,
hockey team won on a 7-3 victory over
winter track and spring track teams dur Maine has lost to Rhode Island State, team scoring.
New Hampshire’s puck chasers, thereby
ing their four years at the university. twice to Conn. State, and has won once
Quinn was also captain of cross-country and lost once to Northeastern. The team The hockey team which lost a tough taking a firm hold on the lead in the
last fall. He is the holder of the na holds the State of Maine championship in one to B. U. at Boston the other night New England Intercollegiate hockey
also goes up to Middlebury to play off the league. The audience consisted of more
tional junior 600-yard championship, and
It is expected that the line return game with Middlebury which was than two thousand persons, many of
Wednesday afternoon, the powerful appeared1 in competition in this event in basketball.
which Maine will present will be as played here last year with the visitors whom went up from Durham- to see the
Exeter Academy basketball team gained the Prout Memorial Games, and the B. up
follows:
Bourjoin, If; Rogers, r f ; W eb winning 3-2 in one of the closest games contest.
the distinction of being one of the three A. A. Games, held recently in the Bos ber, c; Hamlen,
Lord, rg. Lord is seen here all year. The Wildcats should W ith both teams entering the game
teams to defeat New Hampshires fresh ton Garden. He runs anchor on the mile an all-conference lg;
guard,
and is the star have no trouble in taking over the Mid undefeated in the league, and boasting
man team thus far this season, when it relay team which won its events- in the of the team.
dlebury team as they have been having three victories apiece, the engagement
fought to a bitterly-contested 61-48 win Prout and B. A. A. Games.
has also lost to Northeastern, their share of the tough breaks this year was one of the fastest college games of
over the Kittens in the most exciting Whitcomb is in the lead-off position on andBates
Maine. To date the team, which and have been beaten by several outfits the winter.
game seen in the local gymnasium for the relay team, and with Quinn, has been is theto first
organized basketball team in by sizeable scores. The Wildcats will be
some time.
opening score was made by Hoar,
an important factor in the team’s success.
at the Lewiston institution, has out for revenge after the setback from leftThedefenseman
All through the first half, Sparky He was elected “Mayor of Durham” last ahaddecade
the Terriers, before
a poor season. The team will the Terriers which dropped them back the game was twoof minutes
Adams and his cohorts ran neck and neck fall by the student body, is a member of lineuprather
old. Fournier
with
Canavan
and
Stover
at
for
with the Academy quintet, and led in the Lambda Chi Alpha social fraternity and wards; Woodbury in the center position; into second place. They can stay there, soon evened the count for New Hamp
however, by winning the game at Mid shire, but the winners got two more goals
scoring, 17-15 at the end of the first the “N H ” club.
quarter. The termination of the second Huck Quinn is a member of the ad and Briggs and Tardiff at the guard dlebury, and also the two games- with during the first period. Fournier made
Northeastern which are scheduled for another unassisted goal in the next period
period found Exeter on top, 32-30, and af vanced ROTC section, holding the rank posts.
next week, in Boston the 22nd and here while the W ildcats’ final tally was hung
ter the rest period, the victors began of cadet captain, Regimental Adjutant.
the 24th or whatever day offers the best up by Davison, assisted by Russ Martin,
to move steadily ahead, soon forging out He is also a member of Scabbard and COACHING COURSE
ice conditions.
of the reach of'the battling New Hamp Blade, is president of the Athletic Asso
in period three.
(Continued
from
page
1)
shire frosh.
ciation, a member of Blue Key, and the
In the freshman contest, the B. U.
Again, little Lou Cryans was the high holder of a Cogswell scholarship for out H. C. Swasey and Carl Lundholm and The track team goes down to Maine frosh won easily from the Kittens, 6-1.
scorer for his team, sinking nine baskets standing work during his first three years Mr. C. M. Justice of the department of to engage in a dual meet with the Maine Chambers starred for the Terrier Pups.
Bears. The Wildcats are handicapped by Tonight the varsity hockey team is "n
and a foul shot for a total of 19 points. at the university. In common with W hit physical education for men.
Captain Sparky Adams was next with comb, he is a member of Lambda Chi The completion of Lewis Fields, new the lack of practice facilities which are Middlebury, Vermont, for a game with
11 points, and was closely followed by Alpha and the “N H ” club.
expansive outdoor recreational center and available for the Maine team. This is Middlebury College. Middlebury has had
Mat Flaherty, who tossed in four bas The freshman captain, W'arren Jones, the university field house now under con one of the first dual meets in which the a poor season so f a r : recently their hock
kets and one free throw, making nine from Laconia, New Hampshire. He never struction, have made it possible for a Blue and W hite has competed indoors ey team lost to Boston College, by a very
points. The standouts in the winning participated in athletics of any description greater number of students to participate in several years. However, the boys1will overwhelming score. Last year, in the
lineup were right forward Stewart, and before coming here, but during this year in physical education and athletics. The be anxious to uphold the records they contest played in Durham, the Vermont
Bowers, the center, who accumulated 18 was a very valuable member of the new equipment and the increased student have established in the relay meets in ers were victorious over the Wildcats.
and 17 points respectively.
freshman cross-country team, winning interest and participation have necessitat Boston and New York, for despite the The summary:
Tonight, the freshmen run up against his letter in that sport. In the freshman ed, however, a reorganization of the work defeat in the latter the boys ran a great N ew Hampshire—Patten, rw ; Davison,
another very tough opponent when they winter track meet, held "at Andover two of the department and a division of re race.
lw ; R. Martin, c; Fournier, rd; W. M ar
take on Hebron Academy at 7 :30 o’clock weeks ago, he took first place in the sponsibility.
tin, Id ; Cullis, g.
in the gymnasium. Hebron is one of the 1000 yard run. He also enjoys the dis The board of-trustees recently approv Speaking of the track team, let’s take Boston University — Woodward, lw;
strongest teams in New England prep tinction of being the smallest member ed the appointment of Professor Carl time out and congratulate Huck Quinn Derosiers, rw ; Carvelli, c ; Hoar, Id ;
school ranks, and has not lost a game of the freshman squad. Last Saturday Lundholm as Associate Director of Phys and Percy Whitcomb on their election as Chandler, r d ; Colburn, g.
this season. The team is one of the two night, in the B. A. A. games, he substi ical Education with responsibility for all co-captains of the W inter track team N. H. spares—Quinn, Couser, Randall,
clubs which defeated Exeter this season, tuted very ably for the injured Elliot, instruction in physical education includ Both boys have been regulars on the var Otis. B. U. spares — Neviackas, Rich
the other being the Yale freshmen, all on the freshman mile relay team, which ing the management of the new teacher sity relay team for two years, and have ardson, Conaty, O’Sullivan, Dow, Mcsome great races for the Blue and Caleb, Elliot.
of which points to an interesting time to finished second to Tufts in its event.
program. A reorganization ran
White.
men are seniors, and ex
night when Coach Conroy’s boys step out The election of the track captains preparation
Referees—Kelleher, Lawson. Time—
the physical education work required cept for Both
possible post-season meets, are three
to attempt to avenge the loss to Exeter. leaves only the rifle team without a lead of
20 minute periods.
of
all
freshman
and
sophomore
men
and
New Hampshire will line up with Mc er, and it is expected that this will be the recreational and intra-mural work is running their last race together at Maine. Scares: Period 1—Hoar (Carvelli) 1:
Good luck, fellows, and may the out
Leod and Lane in the guard positions, acted upon in the very near future.
involved and will be announced in detail door season for each of you be as suc- 21; Fournier 12:17; Chandler (Carvelli)
Flaherty at center, and Adams and Cry
12:41; Conaty (Richardson) 16:32.
at a later date. Lundholm will assume
ans at the forward posts. The Hebron
Period 2 — Richardson 5:20; Fournier
his
new
duties
in
September
and
will
co
starting lineup will probably be as fol Alpha Tau Chapter of Alpha Chi operate with Director William H. Cow
W e’d like to take this opportunity to 17:37; Conaty (Richardson) 18:01.
lows : Harris, r f ; Delangan, If; Kings- Omega initiated Violet Lazarevich and ell, in the administration of the revised thank the Pep-Cats and the Athletic De Period 3—Davison (R. M artin)4:22;
Ann Swensen on February 10, 1938.
man, c; Tapley, rg; and Johnson, lg.
partment for the gold keys which they Carvelli (Derosiers) 5:29; Conaty 7:30.
work.
have given us. As Coach Sauer said, it Penalties: Richardson (roughing), Neis things like that which make the prac
than that which he is seeking, but which tice and bumps of the season seem worth viakas (roughing).
may prove even more valuable.
while. All the players appreciate it, and who made a name for themselves have
the appreciation will be shown next fall, either gone on .to college or to prep
Experiments on Rare Earths
One of the most interesting research when the team will take up where they school. It serves as a wonderful op
Intricate glass tubing, elaborate radio James A. Funkhouser, and Dr. Albert F problems under way at present is the ex left off last season.
portunity for a fellow to make a name
set-ups, small amounts of precious earths, Daggett. At least a third of the year’s perimentation on rare earths. Continu
for himself if he does well. Just who
large steel vacuum cells, rotating mag work in chepiistry must be spent on the ing the work of the late Dr. Charles Don’t forget to save next week-end for will be chosen to compete this year is
netic field instruments—all go into the research problems to qualify for a degree. James, former departmental head for the Annual Interscholastic Basketball as yet undecided. There is an article
apparatus used by young chemists as W ork on the problems begins only after whom James Hall was named, students tournament which will be held the 25th elsewhere in the issue which will give a
they explore unknown scientific lands in a student has definitely decided in what are seeking the physical properties of the and 26th, followed by the final basketball broader aspect to the situation.
their laboratories at the University of field of work he would be most interested. earths, and thereby helping to determine game of the year against Maine. The
The professors suggest different types of what their use, if any, will be in future selections will be made shortly and soon
New Hampshire.
Phi Mu
Fourteen seniors and eleven graduate work, but never is a student given a prob industrial work. The earths are pur the school-boys will invade Durham for
students, working for degrees in chem lem in which he will not be “completely chased from the collection of Dr. James, a week-end that most of them will never Phi Mu sorority announces the election
istry, are engaged in pure research ac absorbed”, according to Dr. Iddles, head one of three possible places to purchase forget.
of new officers, with M argery Upton
tivity which may some day be put to fur-1 of the department. Often students have them in the country. This collection is
chosen
president. The others a re : Eliza
The
plans
are
rapidly
assuming
shape
considered
to
be
one
of
the
most
varied
ther use in the world of industry. In problems of their own on which they
for the Annual Interscholastic basketball beth Pickard, 1st Vice-president; Doro
and complete in existence.
one laboratory, three students are seek wish to experiment.
games to be played off the last week-end thy Phelps, 2nd Vice-president; Mildred
Much Preliminary W ork
ing new types of dyes, determining by
Interesting Chemical Research
Bacon, Secretary; and Hilda Batchelder,
intricate processes, the effect of light on W ith the problem decided upon, much Chemical research is one of the most in the month. Last year saw some snap Treasurer.
py
playing,
and
several
of
the
players
them. Another future scientist is at work must be spent with book and peri interesting parts of the science, accord
tempting to “look inside” a certain un odicals before the student begins actual ing to Dr. Iddles. “It is even more in
known atom—the smallest living particle laboratory work. Previous experiments teresting when one realizes that it is this
of substance, hoping to gain enough on the subject must be sought and stud research that helps make the wheels of
knowledge to draw a theory as to its ied so that no time will- be wasted in re industry go ‘round,” he explained. “In
W here Quality Counts and Economy Rules
make-up. Still others are experimenting peating work already done. Here the dustry could not expand without the help
with rare earth particles, trying to find researcher gains a fairly complete back of the chemist’s exploration, and his work
their physical poperties, or to discover ground of the field.
In providing the best meals at lowest prices
in finding new and cheaper processes by
ways in which certain metals may be ex Then begin long calculations on the which industry can produce its products.”
method of procedure. A hypothesis must Today research products find their way
tracted from them.
be drawn up, a goal toward which the to the market usually within five or ten
W ork Day and Night
Day and night, the students are busy at scientist is working. Then must come years. Thus it is that continuous ex
their benches in Charles James Hall, the attempt to prove this theory. Often ploration in science must be maintained.
working under the guidance of four mem the researcher meets with failure, his “Here is where the collegiate training in
!&
bers of the chemistry faculty, Dr. Harold work resulting in nothing valuable. Still
1
mm.m
: m^mm.:mm.:mm:.mmma memzm
(Continued on page 4)
A. Iddles, Dr. Charles M. Mason, Dr. again he may discover other information
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SIGMA A LPH A EPSILO N

CH RISTIAN W ORK

John K. MacEachern was elected pres
ident of the New Hampshire Beta chap
ter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon last Tues
day evening. The other officers elected
at this time w ere: vice-president, Leon
Pullen; secretary, Benton M iles; and
treasurer, Charles Beesaw. James Gar
vey was chosen as junior representative
to Casque and Casket, interfraternity
governing body.
your college education has been of value.
It has given you lasting friendships, a
cultural background and an opportunity
for specialized study.

Monday afternoon at 3 :30 P. M. over
station W H E B in Portsmouth, Miss
Huldah Boerker, pianist and Mr. Leon
ard Coplen, violinist, will play several
classical numbers and popular selections.
This program is one of the semi-monthly
broadcasts sponsored by Christian W ork
at this University. Each week some
students contribute to the program from
their talents.
zation of the world. The main factor is
the present width of the demand for
goods, through the steady standardizing
of the country through radio, screen, and
magazine.
In older days, people did know of
news outside their own communities, and
did not differentiate between corporations
because they only knew of the one nearest
their door. W ith the shrinking of the
world due to communication systems, in
dustrial wars began, and for the first
time, people had to choose their pur
chases. Then “local colours” faded, and
Paris creations were flaunted before the
eyes of those who had been buying goods
from the local mills. People bought
goods that originated as far from home
as possible — it was the mode. From
this, chain stores sprang, and the cus
tomer could buy a Hollywood coat in
Portland by going around the corner.
The field is large, said Mr. Hall, but
it has no use for men without initiative
and vim. The “Spirit of Selling” is the
important thng in every phase of mer
chandising, and the employee must re
member that the purpose in the entire
business is to sell. The prospective sales
man must have initiative, enthusiasm, tact,
and physical toughness, for the business
is a hard one.
The merchandising field is a wide one,
with many sides to it. There is the
actual selling, the supply purchasing-entailing, a study of fashions and prices of
the entire manufacturing field, the ware
house business, and many other sub-di
visions. In order to enter the merchan
dising business a college education is a
great assistance, but more is expected of
the college graduate after he has once
entered his work. It is a great field;
an exacting one, and a productive one,
and in it is room for the well trained
job-seeker of today.

Roy M. Cushman
“Social Service, Welfare W ork”

very serious one, Dr. Wood went on to
say that teaching is both a profession and
a fine art.
Striking a note of warning, he told his
listeners that the teaching profession is
definitely not a highly paid one, and that
it is a decidedly overcrowded vocation.
Although “there’s always room for more
on the top shelf, the top shelf is crowded
today,” said Dr. Wood. Only the upper
twenty per cent of the class would even
be considered for a teaching position, he
stated.
Dr. Wood advised the students “to
have a second string in your bow,” to be
able to teach more than one subject; for
“we don’t want teachers who know one
thing and only one thing.”
W ith standards raising rapidly in
teacher training, a college education is an
absolute essential, said Dr. W ood; but
along with a broad cultural background
must go specialized training in teaching.
“Teaching,” said the speaker, “is a big
job, and no one should go into it who
is not willing to give of his best to it.”
Although the financial rewards are slight,
one is sure of a “fair salary” ; but the
real returns in teaching come from the
satisfaction of doing a good job, work
ing with people and seeing ones pro
tegees go on.
Because the teacher’s problem is es
sentially that of the artist working with
a never ending variety of human material,
teaching is never a dull job, said Dr.
Wood.

CHEMICAL RESEARCH

(Continued from page 3)
research finds its cause,” Dr. Iddles said.
“The work here and at other schools
gives the future experimenter confidence
in tackling the unknown when he once
enters the industrial field.”
Students working in research a re : Sen
iors—W arren G. Breck, W entworth; Jo
seph M. Dubiel, M anchester; Nelson F.
Evans, Durham; John J. Guy, Lincoln;
Henry C. Harden, Jr., Somersowrth;
Robert T. Hart, Bristol, Conn.; Donald
H. Kelly, Newton; James C. Kierstead,
Lebanon; Arnedee S. Landry, Somersworth ; William R. Myllymaki, W est
Concord; Mayland L. Parker, Keene;
Homer F. Priest, Nelson; Harold L.
Smith, Chester; and Arthur V. Snow
man, Lebanon. Graduates—W alter H.
Bailey, Augusta, Maine, H arvard Uni
versity ’37; James W. Clapp, Spring
field, Mass., Massachusetts State College
’36; Herbert B. Cowden, Amesbury,
Mass., University of New Hampshire
’36; Paul M. Downey, Nashua, W orces
ter Polytechnic Institute ’36; Joseph W.
Hickey, East Rochester, University of
New Hampshire ’37; Edward F. Mellon,
Niagara Fall, N. Y., Allegheny College
’37; W ilbur H. Miller, Raymond, Uni
versity of New Hampshire ’36; Wendall
H. Powers, Richford, Vt., Middlebury
College ’37; Bernard D. Rosen, Ports
mouth, University of New Hampshire
’37; Herbert E. Silcox, Lowell, Mass.,
University of New Hampshire ’36; and
Dwayne T. Vier, Dover, University of
New Hampshire ’37.
formulse by which many prominent men
have found success. Mr. Small cited
several examples of these successes in
business men of prominence.
“Teaching men to make a living,”
stated Mr. Small, when referring to
Agricultural and other vocational edu
cational program, “is just as important as
teaching them how to live.”

Roy M. Cushman, a graduate of Min
nesota University, the present Executive
Secretary of the Boston Council of Social
Agencies,
was the speaker of the third
B R A D Me I N T I R E
hour on Tuesday, his subject being the
DU RH A M ,N EW HAMPSHIRE
Social Service and W elfare W ork of to
day.
Dr. Coulter of the Sociology depart
ment here at the University, introduced
the speaker, giving a short prologue to
the subject of Social Service. He men
tioned that the field of W elfare W ork
was a recent one, developing after the
economic breakdown of six years ago.
“The Anti-fascist Struggle in Spain He stated that because of this there were
Today in its Relation to the General W el
many openings for capable workers,
fare of the American Citizen of To still
and will be for many years as it is gen
morrow”—this is the subject of the new erally believed that the present social
student writing contest in which $1,000 needs will not be entirely met for many
Edwin S. Burdeil
in prizes1are offered. Note that no free years. Mr. Cushman then took the floor.
“Engineering”
lance professionals are allowed to com Mr. Cushman said that while it was
Challenging his listeners to bring their
pete ; only students in American and true that the W elfare work as it is now
scientific training out from the quiet of
Canadian colleges and secondary schools. known is relatively new, but as a form
the laboratory into the strife of every
Not only are essays welcome, but poems, of the response of one human to the
day life, Edwin S. Burdeil, Dean of H u
radio and movie scripts, plays, short needs of another, it is as old as the race.
manities, Massachusetts Institute of
stories, etc.
Today, needs of human beings are more
Technology, gave a new concept of the
The judges are Elliot Paul, author of exacting than before, a situation brought
profession of engineering at the third
Life and Death of a Spanish Tow n; about by the growth and development of
Wednesday lecture.
Clifford Odets; Robert Morss Lovett of civilization, and the increasingly compli
The engineer was formerly the medi
Chicago University; Genevieve Taggard, cated life we lead.
cine man of the tribe whose inventions
teacher, poet, and author; H. V. Kal- Social work in professional practice as
were received with joy, but now the tribe
tenborn, radio commentator; and Donald it is now known, is divided into two main
Miss Marjorie A. Landon
has turned upon him claiming black
Ogden Steward, screen writer and hu categories, the case work and the group
“Office
and Secretarial W ork”
magic,
asid
Mr.
Burdeil.
It
is
up
to
the
morist.
work, the case work being work related
The
girls
who listened to Miss M ar
engineer
to
solve
this
problem
of
“ma
First prize in this contest will be $500. to individuals, and the group work being
jorie
A.
Landon,
director of the Fair
chine
versus
man”,
as
he
is
to
become
Other prizes will be $250, $125, $75, and work for the general good of a group of
again an integral part of the community. field School in Boston, speak on “Office
$50. All manuscripts must be in the people whose needs are not individually
Don’t go out into this brave young and Secretarial W ork” were of the opin
hands of the committee not later than considered. The case work is the wider
world with the idea that you can ignore ion that she illustrated the well poised,
Independence Day, July 4, 1938. All field, and case workers are found in the
these social problems, the speaker warned attractive business woman by her ap
inquiries about the conditions of the con employment of Industrial centers, large
his audience. Because of the enormous pearance and manner as well as by the
test may be addressed to Rolfe Hum merchandise distributers, hospitals, pris
William J. Fortune
economic
and political changes, the en subject material of her talk. “A good
phries, League of American W riters, 381 ons and other penal institutions, churches,
“Banking and Credit”
gineer
must
become the public servant secretary,” said Miss Landon, “is a rare
Fourth Avenue, New York City.
and in' private, independent organizations. Maintaining that “banking is a profes once more, and work on public jobs for specimen and worth her weight in gold,
Orphan work is another phase of W el sion and not just another job,” M r.-W il merly scorned.
even though she doesn’t get it.” Miss
fare
work and the placement of children liam J. Fortune, Assistant Vice-President Claiming that scientific training must Landon acknowledged the fact that the
VOCATION DAYS
in private homes, a highly specialized of the National Shawmut Bank of Bos be supplemented by a liberal education, field is overcrowded but said that the
(Continued from page 1)
work requiring the examination of many ton, spoke on “Opportunities in Banking Mr. Burdeil advised the Fechnology stu oversupply is generally composed of peo
homes, and many children to reach the and Credit W ork” at the opening voca dent to get away from his test tubes and ple with insufficient preparation and those
poised. Present your evidence concisely, ultimate
of placing the right child in the tional lecture on Wednesday afternoon. read widely on varied subjects. He urged temperamentally or otherwise unsuited
convincingly and courteously.
Mr. Fortune, who has been in the bank
right
home.
audience again to take an objective for the field. There' is plenty of room,
The most important evidence is that
ing business for 27 years, began his talk his
scientific
attitude towards outside life, and however, for the well prepared, capable
which you will give by the manner, con The last important type of case work with
a brief but vivid history of bank warned them
is in the “Child Guidance Clinics”, in
that “engineering cannot be stenographer or secretary because of the
tent and wording of your answers to the stitutions
are to be found in large ing, for “it is probably the most inter practiced in a vacuum.”
fact that “the mail must go out.” So
interviewer’s questions. Usually two cities, to that
help out in various problems esting part of the business.” Tracing its
as long as there are businesses, there will
types of questions will be asked—ques
origins from the earliest Neolithic bar
be secretaries to get the mail out every
tions based on fact and questions based that arise. These clinics do not special tering
Miss Verna Payson
down to the great Italian bankers
ize
in
any
one
phase,
but
supply
aid
in
day.
on opinion. Questions of fact should be any field in which they can.
“Home Economics”
the Renaissance, he told his audience
A girl or young man planning to be
answered at once and questions of opin The group work is in common interest of
that “the history of banking reads like “Opportunities are increasing in the a secretary (incidentally, she said there is
ion, hesitantly. As in the letter of ap
such as the Y. M. C. A., and the pure fiction.”
field of home economics,” said Miss a large demand for capable men secre
plication state facts without interpreta- clubs
Y.
W.
C. A., and in Youth Agencies The modern bank, said Mr. Fortune, Verna Payson, supervisor of home eco taries for the more responsible positions)
ion and be sincere.
such as the Society for the Prevention of is “a multiferous corporation, catering to nomics, State Board of Education, “both needs, besides good health and native
Cruelty to Children; the Boy and Girl every human need,” and whatever a man’s in the variety and number of jobs.” She ability, an adequate training. Shorthand
James W. Tower
Scouts, and the Girl Reserves. Then ‘s individual talents some place can be found divides the general field into the follow and typing are the badge of the trade
“Manufacturing”
the work “behind the lines” in propa for him in the complex structure of a ing types of jobs: (1) teaching and ex and a confident grasp of those two funda
At 2:30 in the gymnasium, James W. ganda work against disease and germs, large bank.
tension service; (2) dietetics, including mentals is absolutely essential. Thor
Tower, personnel manager of the Dewey and in research work and in teaching.
Although the demand for employees is dieticians who work in hospitals and nu- ough knowledge of the English language,
and Almy Chemical Company of Cam Social work, said Mr. Cushman, is a limited, Mr. Fortune did not
discourage tritionists who do a different type of spoken as well as written, is necessary
bridge, Mass., spoke on “Opportunities world-wide field which is rapidly grow us ear ers too much,telling. them that .j food-planning
in restaurants, institutions, and an understanding of office machines
in Manufacturing.”
ing, and offering more phases of work. because of theunrest and changesof the | and the like; (3) institutional manage- is desirable.
According to Mr. Tower there are It is an alluring field also, being divided time ‘it is an ideal time for men to take ment, a type of work which usually in Miss Landon said that in order to be
usually three things which you can ob into many faces, from the community up banking.”
cludes dietetics; and (4) home-making, fitted for the better type of job which
tain from a job—security, money, and work to scientific research.
According to Mr. Fortune, if a young which Miss Payson called a profession. she deserves, the college girl must be
satisfaction. Of these three things satis
man possesses the qualities of honesty, There are specialized branches of home willing to put in enough time in a secre
faction was stressed as the most impor
integrity, and sympathetic undersanding, economics which require special traits of tarial school to get a thorough technical
Gordon R. Hall
tant. It is the feeling that you are do
plus
thorough training in the fundamen
such as writing a “Woman’s training. “That training,” she said, “with
ing the job in a way which pleases others “Retailing and Merchandising” tals of banking, he has nothing to fear. personality
Page”
or
doing
radio broadcasting.
a liberal arts background makes the best
and yourself.
Gordon R. Hall, graduate and active The banking business has need of him.
Miss
Payson
stressed
the
importance
of
I know of.” A girl having
Today there are two distinct methods alumni of Amherst college, now General Advising 'his audience that although the looking the part, dressing well and look combination
an
acquaintance
with several scientific
of filling positions, the old fashioned Manager of the R. H. Stearns Company remuneration in banking is not great, ing energetic. She also said it is necessary or technical vocabularies
is also at an
method was to replace vacancies by elect in Boston, was the speaker of the fourth still he “would not discourage any from to keep professionally alert by taking advantage.
ing someone to fill them. The newer hour on Tuesday. He was asked to come banking; it is the most fascinating busi
or reading the current literature Another important qualification for a
method is to make true the old story of through his college classmate, Coach ness I know anything about.” Mr. For courses
of
the
field.
In conclusion she empha secretary is “no nerves” ; that is, the con
“from office boy to president.” It is in Swasey, to speak on the subject of Retail tune ended his talk on this note of op sized the idea that
home economics is the stant interruptions in a day’s planned
preparation of the latter that many com ing and Merchandising.
timism.
finest
training
for
the profession of work mustn’t make one jittery. Miss
panies have organized formal training “Merchandising is a business that will In answer to a question from the audi home-making.
Landon also stressed the necessity of de
courses. These training courses, in the never die, and will always grow,” said ence, Mr. Fortune stated that there were
veloping
an athletic avocation to offset
majority of cases, lead to positions of Mr. Hall. The chain store merchandis many opportunities for women in bank
the
“sittingness”
of office work.
R. O. Small
responsibility. It is, however, often de ing is one of the highly developed forms ing, claiming that they “lend sunshine
The
duties
of
a
secretary range from
“Agriculture”
sirable to work for a large company and is growing steadily, always offering to the marble interior.”
.sharpening
pencils
to setting policy.
which does not have these courses. Here employment to interested and ambitious
The vocational talk on Agriculture was Moreover, a routine, beginning job fre
you get practical experience and learn young men. One of the factors of the
presented by Mr. R. O. Small, Direc quently leads to an executive position.
Dr. Howard D. Wood
to get along with people, which is an business is that it does take in so many
tor of Vocational Education at Boston, The average secretary is expected to sort
“Teaching”
essential part of a business man’s train young employees, because a man in that
on Wednesday afternoon.
mail and answer i t ; keep track f
ing. As a third alternative in finding type of business grows up in it, and At the sixth vocational lecture, Dr. Mr. Small, who is a graduate of Bow- the
her
comings and goings (but
a place to work, you might secure a posi there are always middle-aged and old men Howard D. Wood, newly elected princi doin College, named three important not employer’s
too close track) ; think for him in
tion with a small company. In a small in it; the only demand is for younger pal of the Hope High School in Provi qualities which Thomas Edison set forth all matters
of detail; answer the phone
company your abilities are usually appre material.
dence and a member of the teaching staff as essential qualities for the successful with courteous
efficiency; meet people
ciated more and your opinions are valued. Reasons for the growth of merchan- of the University Summer School, spoke business man in the field of Agriculture. with poise regardless
of their station;
Even though after graduation you must dising are more than just those of appar- on “Teaching.”
These three qualities, imagination, ambi write her employer’s speeches; and take
start at the bottom of some company, ent growth in the population and civili- Treating the problem of teaching as a tion, and willingness to work, are the care of numberless miscellaneous duties.
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